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Java for ColdFusion DevelopersPearson Education, 2003
The first Java guide specifically for experienced ColdFusion developers and Web professionals!

	Leverage your Web and ColdFusion skills to develop powerful Java applications
	Master JSP, servlets, custom tags, JavaBeans, JDBC, and other key Java Web technologies
	Install and run Apache Tomcat 4 and...
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Java Enterprise in a Nutshell (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2002
For the intermediate to advanced Java developer, Java Enterprise in a Nutshell shows how to work with all of today's relevant Java APIs. Plus, it's a topnotch reference for all enterprise classes. Part tutorial and part reference work that you can use everyday at your desk, this title is a worthwhile resource for any Java developer...
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Sams Teach Yourself BEA WebLogic Server 7.0 in 21 DaysPearson Education, 2002
"If you're going to run enterprise Java applications in an n-tier architecture, you're going to need an applications server." -Java Pro Magazine, Fall 2001.

An application server is a crucial component of any serious J2EE application.  BEA's WebLogic Server (WLS) is the leading product (34% per BEA), incorporating standard...
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Pro Apache AntApress, 2005
Pro Apache Ant is ideal for Java developers who need to use the leading open source build tool out there for development and project management. It is organized around chronological tasks instead of alphabetical functions, using a sample application throughout the set-up, from calling database scripts to unit testing.

Practical...
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JSTL in ActionManning Publications, 2002

	Introducing Web page authors and programmers to the JSP Standard Tag Library (JSTL), this guide covers all features of the JSTL 1.0 standard. Whether users need to add dynamic content to a static Web page or are in need of providing back-end code, nonprogrammers are shown how to manipulate XML, access relational databases, format text,...
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